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Abstract. In this paper a multi-objective vehicle routing problem
(MOVRP) with the criteria being the total distance and the utiliza-
tion of the vehicle space is considered. Two methods were developed
to decrease the execution time of the main part of the algorithm – the
neighborhood search procedure. First method, an accelerator, is defined
in order to reduce the computational complexity of the algorithm from
O(n3) to O(n2). The second method utilizes multiple threads of execu-
tion to speedup the neighborhood search. Both methods were applied
to tabu search metaheuristic and tested against the basic version of the
algorithm. In result, we concluded that the enhanced version allows for
significant reduction of execution time (2500 times for 5000 clients) that
scales well with the number of clients. Moreover, this allows the enhanced
algorithm to find significantly better approximations of the Pareto front
in the same time as the original algorithm.

Keywords: Vehicle routing problem · Acceleration scheme ·
Multi-objective

1 Introduction

The Vehicle routing problem (VRP) has significant applications in both in trans-
port and logistics as efficient methods of optimization allow to improve perfor-
mance for a wide range of services and production systems. Reducing the time of
deliveries, increasing the efficiency of the production or reducing costs are prime
examples and can affect the positions of companies on the market.

Over the last years, researchers have studied routing problems with more
than one criterion considered, called multi-objective vehicle routing problem
(MOVRPs). In the following subsection, some approaches concerning MOVRPs
and speeding up of VRP are briefly reviewed.

The swap operation is one of the most basic operations used in local optimiza-
tion. Computational effort required to check a single new solution obtained by
this operation is dependent on the size of the problem. In this paper we describe
a method which can be used to check single new solutions in fixed time.
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1.1 Literature Overview

In paper [11], Moura proposed an implementation of Genetic Algorithm (GA)
for MOVRP with time windows and loading. Three optimization criteria were
considered, namely the number of vehicles, the total travel distance and volume
utilization. Results were compared with other heuristic approaches developed by
Moura.

Wang et al. [12] studied a MOVRP that simultaneously considers the depot
desires and clients expectations, which can better expound the real logistics
operations than a single objective VRP. Objective function minimizes the total
delivering path distance, while maximizing client satisfaction by fulfilling time-
window requirements. The study proposed a hybrid algorithm based in GA and
some greedy techniques. Moreover, military application was employed in order
to confirm practical values of the proposed model and algorithm.

In paper [9], Guerriero et al. proposed an approach to unmanned aerial vehi-
cle routing. Authors presented a distributed system of autonomous Unmanned
Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) that are able to self-coordinate and cooperate. Consid-
ered criteria included the total distances, customer satisfaction and the number
of UAVs. Case study was introduced as an application scenario.

Garcia-Najera et al. [6] considered solving MOVRP with time windows using
evolutionary algorithm. Proposed heuristic incorporated methods for measuring
the similarity of solutions and was tested using standard benchmark problems.
Analysis showed that the proposed algorithm provided more diverse solutions of
higher quality than standard evolutionary algorithm.

In paper [8], Grandinetti et al. considered Multi-objective Undirected Capac-
itated Arc Routing Problem. Objectives included minimizing the total trans-
portation cost, the longest route cost (makespan) and the number of vehi-
cles. An approximation of the optimal Pareto front is determined through an
optimization-based heuristic procedure. Performance was tested and analyzed
on benchmark instances known from literature.

Baños et al. [1] considered Capacited VRP with Time Windows with objec-
tives ofminimumdistance andworkload imbalance. Proposed algorithmcombined
evolutionary computations and simulated annealing. Authors used benchmark in-
stances known from literature and tests confirmed good performance of proposed
hybrid approach.

In paper [7], Ghoseiri et al. considered another VRP with Time Windows
problem. Authors used goal programming and genetic algorithm. Additionally,
aspiration levels and their deviations are specified by decision maker. Considered
objectives include number of vehicles and total distance. Algorithm was tested
using Solomon’s benchmark instances and results show that the approach is ef-
fective and provided solutions are competitive with those known from literature.

Concerning speeding up for vehicle routing problems Bożejko et al. [2] studied
a memetic algorithm for CVRP in parallel computing environment. The study
included theoretical analysis using PRAMmodel and practical research on multi-
GPU with the use of CUDA platform.
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Żelazny et al. proposed another concept of parallel solving DVRP in [10].
Proposed MOTS algorithm was implemented in CUDA architecture and tested
using new benchmark instances and outperformed classic MOTS in terms of
speed and quality of solutions.

Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) is an example of metaheuristic based on
many seperate agents and is thus well-suited for parallel computation. Such
parallel ACO approach with the use of GPU for the VRP was proposed by
Diego et al. [5].

As a final note, readers interested in more information about several methods
and approaches to parallel VRP should refer to the review by Crainic [4].

2 Problem Description

The problem can be formulated by using the following symbols: cnr (number of
clients), vnr (number of vehicles), 0 (the base), C = {0, c1, c2, ..., ccnr} (sequence
that includes all clients and the base), V = {v1, v2, ..., vvnr} (vehicles sequence),

Ξ = {ξ1, ξ2, ..., ξcnr} (clients demands sequence), maxΞ such that ∀
ξ∈Ξ

maxΞ ≥ d

(the capacity of a single vehicle), maxΘ (maximum track cost), ΘM ⊆ (cnr +
1)× (cnr + 1) (travel cost matrix between elements form the C sequence).

Let Vvi , where 1 ≤ vi ≤ vnr denote the vehicle with the number vi and
Svi denote the track of the vehicle Vvi . Moreover, let Θ[Svi ] denote a function
returning the cost of traveling the track Svi , Ξ[Svi ] denote a function returning
the total clients demands of the track Svi . Let Cci , where 1 ≤ ci ≤ cnr denote
the client with the number ci and Ξ[Cci ] denote the demand of the client Cci .

The optimal solution of our vehicle routing problem is a sequence of vnr tracks
S∗ = {S1, ..., Svnr} that minimizes the given cost function f :

f(S∗) = min
s∈Sfeas

f(s), (1)

where Sfeas is the set of all feasible solutions. A solution is feasible if: each
client Cci ∈ C is visited exactly once, each track Svi ∈ S begins and ends in 0,

∀
1≤vi≤vnr

Θ[Svi ] ≤ maxΘ and ∀
1≤vi≤vnr

Ξ[Svi ] ≤ maxΞ . The exact cost function

used in our case is mentioned in subsection 2.3.

2.1 Representation

The Giant Track Representation (GTR) is a method which provides an easy way
for storing solutions inside computer memory and manipulating them. Let Sg

be a sequence and Sgvi ∈ Sg be the track of vehicle vi where: ∀
1≤vi≤vnr

Sgvi does

not contain the 0 signifying the return to the base (it is default) and additionally
track Sg1 does not contain the 0 signifying the departure from the base (it is
default). Then the sequence Sg = {Sg1, ..., Sgvnr} is called the giant track. For
9 clients (1 to 9) and 3 vehicles the giant track can look as follows:
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4, 1, 6, 0, 3, 7, 0, 2, 9, 8, 5

and represents tracks: 0 → 4 → 1 → 6 → 0 , 0 → 3 → 7 → 0 and 0 → 2 → 9 →
8 → 5 → 0. The number of elements of a GTR equals |Sg| = cnr + vnr − 1.

2.2 Swap Neighborhood

Let N be a swap neighborhood for GTR solution Sg. Checking such neighbor-
hood involves generating all solutions Sg′ that can be obtained by switching two
elements (from positions p1 and p2) of the solution Sg and calculating the values
of the Θ[Sg′], MaxΘ[Sg

′], MinΞ [Sg] and MinΞ [Sg
′] functions. The size of the

neighborhood (the number of possible different Sg′ solutions) is:

|N | = |Sg|2 − |Sg|
2

. (2)

Thus, the computational complexity of generating all Sg′ solutions without cal-
culating the function values is O(n2).

2.3 Cost Function

The bi-criteria cost function considers the cost (distance) of visiting all clients:

Θ[Sg] =

vnr∑

vi=1

Θ[Sgvi ] (3)

and the maximum wasted space of all vehicles/tracks. It is computed by sub-
tracting the minimum demand of all vehicles MinΞ [Sg] from the capacity of
a single vehicle:

MaxΔ[Sg] = maxΞ −MinΞ [Sg], (4)

MinΞ [Sg] = min
Svi

∈Sg
Ξ[Sgvi ] (5)

Now our cost function f is constructed as a normalized sum of both criteria:

f [Sg] =
Θ[Sg]

ΘW
+

MaxΔ[Sg]

MaxW
Δ

, (6)

where ΘW and MaxW
Δ are the worst (highest) total track distance and vehicle

space waste (utilization) respectively. These values are updated during the course
of the optimization algorithm. The algorithm also needs the values of MaxΘ[Sg]
and MaxΞ [Sg] (the maximum distance and maximum demand of all tracks in
Sg), in order to test the feasibility of a given solution.

As stated before, we aim to minimize the cost function f [Sg]. The computa-
tional complexity of a brute-force approach to this kind of DCVRP is O(n!).
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3 Acceleration

Acceleration is used to speedup the evaluation of solutions Sg′ from the swap
neighborhood by quickly computing values Θ[Sg′], MaxΘ[Sg

′], MinΞ [Sg
′] and

MaxΞ [Sg
′]. The method utilizes additional data and specific properties of the

DCVRP problem. It has been designed for parallel computing with the primary
focus on minimizing the maximal number of necessary memory operations as
memory access takes tens to hundreds times longer than a single processor cycle.

3.1 Assumptions and Symbols

Data with size depending on the problem instance are kept as arrays in memory:

– standard DCVRP data: Sg, ΘM , Ξ,
– support data: vA (array assigning the positions in the solution to indexes

of vehicles), vP (array assigning vehicle/track indexes to positions in a so-
lution), pΘ (array of cumulated costs for the consecutive elements of the
sequence Sg), pΞ (array of cumulated demands for the consecutive members
of the sequence Sg).

The rest of the data is kept in registers of the processor:

– standard DCVRP data: values of cost functions (Θ[Sg], MaxΘ[Sg],
MaxΞ [Sg] and MinΞ [Sg]), other (cnr and vnr),

– standard swap move data: swap positions (p1, p2),
– support data (for accelerator): second, third, and forth biggest cost values

(denoted by MaxΘ2[Sg], MaxΘ3[Sg], MaxΘ4[Sg]), biggest demand values
(MaxΞ2[Sg], MaxΞ3[Sg], MaxΞ4[Sg]) and smallest demand values
(MinΞ2[Sg], MinΞ3[Sg], MinΞ4[Sg]) for a given solution Sg.

All temporary variables are also kept in registers.

3.2 Basic Operations

The idea of the accelerator relies on several basic operations (some descriptions
might seem obvious but they are essential for understanding the algorithm).
Here we will describe a few of them in detail, while other cases will be described
briefly for the sake of brevity. Before we start, let Pi be the value of element on
position pi in solution Sg. Moreover, let bPi and aPi be the values of elements
on positions pi − 1 and p1 + 1 respectively. The basic operations are as follows:

1. Read the value of one of the following elements: P1, P2, bP1, bP2, aP1 or
aP2. The operation reads the value from Sg from the position p1, p2, p1− 1,
p2− 1, p1+1 or p2+1. It involves one read from memory for each operation
but:

(a) if p1 = p2 − 1 then aP1 = P2, bP2 = P1 so we can save up to two reads
from memory,
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(b) if p1 = 0 then bP1 equals 0 by default so we can save up to one read
from memory,

(c) if p2 = |Sg| − 1 then aP2 equals 0 by default so we can save up to one
read from memory.

2. Find the index vi of the vehicle/track which is handling the Sg element from
position ei. The operation reads the value from vA from the position ei. It
involves one read from memory.

3. Find the beginning of the vi track. The operation reads the value from vP
from the position vi. It involves one read from memory.

4. Find the beginning of the track which includes the element from the specified
position ei. The operation includes execution of operation 2 and 3, which
involves two reads from memory but:

(a) if ei = p1 and P1 = 0 or P1! = 0 and bP1 = 0 then the first track element
is placed on position p1 or bP1 respectively so we can save up to two
reads from memory,

(b) if ei = p2 and P2 = 0 or P2! = 0 and bP2 = 0 then the first track element
is placed on position p2 or bP2 respectively so we can save up to two
reads from memory,

(c) the end of the track Sgvi−1 is also the beginning of the track Sgvi so if
it is known we can save up to one read from memory.

5. Find the end of the track which includes the element from the specified
position ei. Similarly to operation 4, this operation includes execution of
operation 2 and 3 which involves two reads from memory. Similar conditions
as for operation 4 allows as to save up one or two reads from memory.

6. Read the travel cost between two clients or the base (c1 and c2). The opera-
tion reads the value from ΘM from the position [c1, c2]. It involves one read
from memory. ΘM [c1, c2] denotes this operation.

7. Read the demand of the element Ei from the solution Sg. The operation
reads the value from Ξ from the position Ei. It involves one read from
memory.

8. Calculate the travel cost between two Sg elements placed on positions e1
and e2. The operation includes calculating the difference of two values from
pΘ placed on positions e2 and e1 and involves two reads from memory but:

(a) if e1 < 0 then the value from the position e1 is set to 0 by default so we
can save up to one read from memory,

(b) if a value from pΘ has been read already it is not read again so we can
save up to two reads from memory,

(c) if e1 >= e2 then the travel cost is set to 0 so we can save up to two reads
from memory,

(d) if e1 = e2 − 1 and E1 = 0 and E2 = 0 then then the travel cost is set to
0 so we can save up to two reads from memory.

ACC Dist[e1, e2] denotes this operation. Executing with a track as the ar-
gument means executing it for the beginning and end of the track .Using
standard procedure would require a number of memory reads equal to the
length of the track + 1.
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9. Calculate the total demand between two Sg elements placed on positions e1
and e2 (e1 ≤ e2). The operation includes calculating the difference of two
values from pΞ placed on positions e2 and e1 − 1 and involves two reads.
Similarly to operation 8, four specific cases can be listed that nace save us
up to one or two reads from memory.

ACC Dem[e1, e2] denotes this operation. Executing with a track as the ar-
gument means executing it for the beginning and end of the track. Using
standard procedure would require a number of memory reads equal to the
length of the track + 1.

Above operations are based on detailed analysis of the specific properties of
the DCVRP problem. All operations might be used for neighborhood checking
for the CVRP problem. For the DVRP problem operations 1–6 and 8 will suffice.
Thus, all benefits of using the accelerator will be preserved in those subproblems
as well.

3.3 Initialization Step

The initialization step has to be executed before the neighborhood check of
the solution Sg can proceed. It is used to set the values of vA, vP , pΘ, pΞ ,
Θ[Sg],MaxΘ[Sg],MaxΘ2 [Sg],MaxΘ3 [Sg],MaxΘ4 [Sg],MaxΞ [Sg],MaxΞ2 [Sg]
, MaxΞ3 [Sg], MaxΞ4 [Sg], MinΞ [Sg], MinΞ2[Sg], MinΞ3[Sg] and MinΞ4[Sg].

The computational complexity of this step is O(n) for the sequential version
as it requires a single passage through all members of the solution. Minimum
computational complexity for the parallel version is O(log2 n). It is the only part
of the accelerator that is dependent on the problem instance size.

3.4 New Maximum and Minimum

During a swap move on the Sg soluion up to three tracks can change. This is one
of the most important observations used for calculating the values ofMaxΘ[Sg

′],
MaxΞ [Sg

′] and MinΞ [Sg
′] for the Sg′ solutions. Let Sgvi , Sgvj , Sgvk be those

3 tracks. The values of Θ[Sg′vi ], Θ[Sg′vj ] and Θ[Sg′vk ] are compared only with
four values (MaxΘ[Sg], MaxΘ2 [Sg], MaxΘ3 [Sg], MaxΘ4 [Sg]) which were set
during the initialization step. It is required to compare them with vnr values
when using the standard method. Similar methods are used to quickly calculate
MaxΞ [Sg

′] and MinΞ [Sg
′].

3.5 Algorithm

In order to test the proposed accelerator we decided to implement a TS algo-
rithm. Our algorithm was based on the implementation proposed in [3]. Some
changes to the original algorithm were made.
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Tabu Search. The algorithm stopped at a local minimum very fast when using
the maxΘ and maxΞ values from the beginning. This problem was resolved by
utilizing the following method:

– let cMaxΘ denote the current maximum distance and cMaxΞ the current
maximum total demand of a single track. Also let IS denote the initial solu-
tion for the tabu search agorithm,

– before the optimization cMaxΘ = MaxΘ[IS], cMaxΞ = MaxΞ [IS],
– let TABU[Sg] denote a function that returns the best solution obtained after

a single tabu iteration executed on the solution Sg,
– after each iteration:

• if MaxΘ[TABU [Sg]] > cMaxΘ then cMaxΘ = MaxΘ[TABU [Sg]] else if
cMaxΘ > maxΘ then cMaxΘ = cMaxΘ−(cMaxΘ−MaxΘ[TABU [Sg]])/2,

• if MaxΞ [TABU [Sg]] > cMaxΞ then cMaxΞ = MaxΞ [TABU [Sg]] else if
cMaxΞ > maxΞ then cMaxΞ = MaxΞ − (MaxΞ −MaxΞ [TABU [Sg]])/2,

• if cMaxΘ −maxΘ ≤ 1 then cMaxΘ = maxΘ,
• if cMaxΞ −maxΞ ≤ 1 then cMaxΞ = maxΞ .

Each iteration the tabu search algorithm chooses the best solution from all
possible Sg′ solutions from the swap neighborhood of the current solution. If
there exits a Sg′ solution for which MaxΘ[Sg

′] ≤ cMaxΘ and MaxΞ [Sg
′] ≤

cMaxΞ then the iterations best solution will be the solution with the lowest bi-
criteria function value. Otherwise the solution with the lowest Err[Sg′] function
value will be chosen:

– set the return value to 0 (ret = 0),
– if (MaxΘ[Sg

′]−cMaxΘ)/cMaxΘ > 0 then ret = MaxΘ[Sg
′]−cMaxΘ)/cMaxΘ,

– if (cMaxΞ [Sg
′] − cMaxΞ)/cMaxΞ > 0 then ret = ret + MaxΞ [Sg

′] −
cMaxΞ)/cMaxΞ ,

– return the ret value.

Choosing the best solution from all iterations is being done the same way.

4 Computer Experiment

In order to test the theoretical properties of the proposed speedup methods –
both the accelerator and the parallel approach – in practice, we run a series of
tests on Intel i7 X980 (6 cores, 12 concurrent threads) machine running Ubuntu
(kernel 3.2.0-70-generic). All C/C++ programs were compiled with gcc 4.6.3.
The tests were performed by running the tabu search metaheuristic with vari-
ous neighborhood search methods (standard/accelerated, sequential/parallel) in
order to compare them.

In our tests we focused on two aspects: a) the speedup obtained using the
developed methods and b) the quality of the obtained solutions. We start with
the former.
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Fig. 1. Comparison of standard (STD) and accelarated (ACC) method for different
number of clients (12 threads, log scale)

The relation between accelerated and standard version of the algorithm can
be observed in Fig. 1. We have used logarithmic scale for clarity. We observe
that accelerated version performs from approximately 10 to 350 times faster,
depending on the number of clients.

Moreover, Tab. 1 can be consulted for the speedups of both accelerated and
standard version when parallelization with multiple threads is used. All numbers
were computed by dividing the execution time by the execution time of the
sequential version (STD or ACC respectively). We observe that up to 6 threads

Table 1. Speedup for standard (STD) and accelerated (ACC) methods with different
number of concurrent threads for 5000 clients

Method 1 thread 6 threads 12 threads

STD 1 5.66 6.31
ACC 1 5.41 7.02

(number of available physical cores) both algorithms can be sped up rather
well, providing speedups of approximately 5.5. Further increase of the number
of threads yielded much less increase in speedup (12 virtual cores available),
however we can conclude that it is possible to speedup both versions of the
method to comparable extent.

As a final test concerning the speedup aspect of our research, we decided
to compare the slowest method (standard, only 1 concurrent thread) with the
fastest (accelerated, 12 concurrent threads). The results, depending on the num-
ber of clients, are shown in Fig. 2. We observe that for as little as 500 clients we
get a speedup of nearly 100. For 5 000 clients the speedup increases over 2 500
times compared to the original method. Moreover, the speedup increase is ap-
proximately linear in the function of the number of clients. We conclude that the
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Fig. 2. Speedup of accelerated method (running 12 threads) over the standard method
(running 1 thread)
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Fig. 3. Best values of total distance found by both methods for different number of
clients (lesser is better)

improved method offers considerable speedup that scales well with the number
of clients.

For the second aspect, the quality of obtained solutions, we simply decided to
compare the best values of each criterion for different versions of the algorithm.
For the sake of brevity we focused on two versions: “worst” (standard method, 1
thread) and “best” (accelerated method, 12 threads). In both cases the number
of iterations of the tabu algorithm was adjusted so both algorithms would run for
1200 seconds. The results are shown in Fig. 3 (total distance, smaller is better)
and Fig. 4 (vehicle utilization, greater is better).
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Fig. 4. Best values of vehicle utilization percentage found by both methods for different
number of clients (greater is better)

It is clear that the improved version yielded much better results on both
criteria. This is especially visible in the case of the total distance: the improved
version yields even 4 times shorter distance (400% improvement over the original
method). In the case of the vehicle utilization the improvement is much smaller,
in the range of 5% to 15%. Those results are caused by the fact that the improved
method is capable of running hundreds or thousands as many iterations in the
same time as the original method, thus being able to check much more solutions.
The greater speedup for greater number of clients only serves to amplify this
effect.

5 Conclusions

Proposed acceleration scheme allowed us to speedup the algorithm up to 400
times over the classic one, independently from the the number of threads. Also,
the accelerated version running on 12 threads was nearly 2500 times faster than
classic algorithm running on single thread. Moreover, when comparing the qual-
ity of solutions, we observed that accelerated algorithm provided solutions with
better values of both criteria. Hence, the proposed method allows to find better
solutions to multi-criteria at the same time as the classic algorithm. This has a
significant impact on solving multi- criteria problems of transport and logistics.

In the future research, an implementation of GPU version will be considered
and tested using real-world data and order sets. Furthermore, some properties of
multi-criteria problems and solutions evaluation will be considered in algorithm
development, in order to further speed-up solving of MOVRPs.
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